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will latch firmly onto a verb, 'as adverbs should. I am hope-
ful-but not very hopeful.

Indeed, considering the abominations that abound, I find it
hard to be hopeful about much of anything.

NO END IS IN SIGHT to "it remains to be seen." A televi-
sion columnist writes that ABC News has snatched Barry Ser-
afin from CBS News, but "where erafin will fit into the pre-
sent anchormen setup remains to be seen." A correspondent in
London, reporting on Margaret Thatcher's proposals for a
Rhodesian settlement, imparts a palpable truth we might nev-
er have perceived without his help: "It remains to be seen if
this latest attempt will succeed in bringing peace to Zim-
babwe."

The thought is obviously profound. Or profoundly obvious.
linguistic surgery continues, in the fashion of a sex change,

transforming nouns to verbs. Three times in the last 10 days I
have encountered "to obsolete," as in, the B.I bomber would
have obsoleted the B-52. If my brother Safire accepts that ex-
crescence, all is lost save honor.

PROFESSIONAL WRITERS ought to know where to put
"only." But last week a news story about a Los Angeles di-
vorce case said that Moslem Adnan Khashoggi could have had
many wives "but he only took one." What was meant, pre-
sumably, was that he took only one, or that he took one only.
Once you have cast and recast the classic sentence, "Only
John hit Peter in the nose," you get edgy about any "only"
out of place.

On the same day, out of Dallas, a reporter said that Justice
Lewis Powell "thinks the media does an excellent job." Media
are like data. Media do! Media do! Media do!

The Harris-ABC News Poll last week told us that in a poll
conducted July 27 to 29, Jimmy Carter was running 51-44 be-
hind Ronald Reagan and 48-43 behind Howard Baker. Howev-
er, in sharp contrast to Carter's showing against Reagan and
Baker, "Sen. Edward Kennedy literally swamps both GOP
contenders." He does, eh. I am reminded of the time Evonne
Goolagong literally mopped up the court with her opponent.
Bloody show, what?
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SCRABBLE, Va,-Some months ago, in
one of his delightful Sunday pieces on the
language, my esteemed colleague, William
Safire of the New York Times, laid a large
egg. He undertook to defend the indefensi-

ble: He defended the use of "hopefully," as in "hopefully it
will not rain tomorrow,"

Such is the eminencp of this scholar, wit and lexicographer
that I have kept his column on my desk since May. Now and
again I have read the offending passages anew. Meanwhile I
have been pumping up a fresh head of steam against other lin-
guistic abominations, and in the midst of these August dol-
drums I am minded to blow a whistle,

Safire, my brother, how could you?
My able and distinguished friend insists that an orphaned

"hopefully" will always find a home with him. He sees the in-
troductory "hopefully" as a time-tested and readily under-
stood usage, Obviously it means "it is to be hoped that." Ev-
eryone knows this. In this sense it is not t be distinguished
'from such other modifiers as "evidently," "additionally" or
"angrily." He argues that such adverbs playa useful role in
prose composition.

AND OF COURSE THEY DO, but in this family of adverbs
"hopefully" is a bastard child. There is nothing wrong with
writing, "Evidently Safire is a great asset to the Times." Such
evidence abounds. "Additionally it may be said that Safire
writes sexy novels," That is indeed an ad(litional comment.
"Angrily the columnist denounces Bert Lance." That is pre-
cisely how my brother carries on.

Such adverbs may be moved around in a sentence, and
snuggled up next to the verb. They are proper modifiers. But
you cannot transplant a wilted "hopefully" to make a sen-
tence read, "Safire hopefully will mend his erring ways." Be-
sides, as some of my brother's correspondents have indignant-
ly reminded him, we don't write "it is evidented" for "evi~
dently" or "it is angried" for "angrily." To begn a sentence
with "coolly" doesn't mean "it is to be refrigerated."

My own main objection is tqat "hopefully" puts up an ob-
scuring puff of smoke just as one enters a sentence. It's a yaw
word; comprehension swerves. Hopefully I pray the adverb


